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“art should be about the kind of happiness you can feel 

when in the presence of something as simple as a sunrise” –

William McKeown, Talbot Rice Gallery

This is a condensed version of my Research Report. 
Please get in contact if you would like any more info: 
annabelcucuz@gmail.com

http://gmail.com


Scan from Signs of the Times: a Portrait of the Nation’s taste by Martin Parr 1992

“art should be about the kind of happiness you can feel when in the presence of 

something as simple as a sunrise” – William McKeown, Talbot Rice Gallery

My research never continues forward in a straight line, down a straight path. I often rewind, fall

over, wake up on a different path, walk backwards, walk with my eyes closed. It makes my

research a bit all over the place. It is an amalgamation of interests that all come together. I’m a

perfectionist, which in the reality of research can hold me back.

I’ve been looking into ideas of time parallels from a particle level all the way out, like in the

Charles and Ray Eames’ Powers of Ten film. Give it a watch if you haven’t already. I’ll put the

link at the bottom. I’m interested in how we can watch a film like A Clockwork Orange which is

set in the ‘near future’, reflected in not only the sociological themes but also the interior set

design of the film - but that aesthetic future somehow did not happen. The film looks forward,

but it’s not looking at us. Alison and Peter Smithson designed House of the Future in 1956

which portrayed their idea of a house that would be the norm 25 years later, made completely of

plastic. They looked towards the 80s but the 80s didn’t meet their gaze once it came around.

I feed visually on watching old television programmes about interior taste such as the BBC’s

Signs of the Times, or watching newer programmes set in a different time like Mad Men. I like to

flick through interior design books from the 70s, 80s and 90s. I think that the most valuable way

of research is to sit in the library and just look at all of the books. Walk through the aisles and

pick up something that looks interesting. Sometimes, to judge a book by its cover can be

incredibly fruitful.

I sometimes find it difficult to put my research into my practice, but that’s because I’m worried

that people won’t pick up on its true meaning or ambiguities. I need to learn that when people

decide contradicting meanings behind my work, my research is not devalued. Sometimes it’s

okay for your research to be personal, for your research to be for you.

Powers of Ten by Charles and Ray Eames

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fKBhvDjuy0

statement

editor’s letter

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=0fKBhvDjuy0


I’m going to start with an image of my work that triggered the

basis of my current branch of research. I collaborated with

Hannah Lim to create still life photographs for Edinburgh

College of Art’s Canvas Magazine. We both brought our own

touches: Hannah’s delicately detailed colourful objects

combined with my mirror, eucalyptus, fabric, jugs,

candlesticks, vases. I also suggested using one of the ECA

casts (I believe that this one is from the Parthenon sculptures)

as a backdrop, as I had previously been experimenting with

them amongst my fabric work.
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Opposite page: Still Life Composition (photograph). 
Collaboration with Hannah Lim. Composition dimensions: 

approximately 1m x 1m x 1m. Materials: white jug, vase, 
eucalyptus, green and yellow plaster molded into a jelly 

shapes, translucent peach-pink bowl, fig, red berries that 
we couldn’t identify (they were bitter: maybe cranberries), 

candle holder, candle, silver teapot, blue bottle vase, 
Parthenon east pediment sculpture cast, second hand 

domestic fabric.

-



1. 2.

3.

4.

5. 6. 7.
1. my copy of lolita by vladimir nabokov

featuring meredith frampton’s still life (1927).

2. Giorgio Morandi Natura Morta 1950. 3.

Henri Matisse Still Life with Pomegranates

1947. 4. unknown, found on Pinterest. 5.

Camilla Anvar / @cotton_ceramics on

Instagram “The project I’ve been working on

this week!! Exploring function and automation

of art with a 3D printer versus the primary

material and mapping time using process -

really loving how it’s coming along” 2019. 6.

Wolfgang Tillmans Flower Head (2001). 7.

@doan_ly on Instagram, “

intergalactic planetary” 2019

still life inspiration



When Lim and I created these

compositions, what struck me was

the ambiguity surrounding why all

of these objects had been put

together. The hint of antiquity

brought by the cast backdrop. The

weirdly familiar crème caramel in

its packaging reminiscent of a 1950s

picnic. The fresh fruit and

vegetables very much alive in that

moment. These various hints and

how they somewhat created a

confused image really intrigued me;

it was this weird in-between of stuff.

1 3 . 1 0 . 2 0 1 9

various still life compositions. collaboration with Hannah Lim. composition dimensions: 

approximately 1m x 1m x 1m each. mixed media of miscellaneous objects.

I’m interested in the Pittura

Metafisica school of painting

(metaphysical art), where the artists

Giorgio de Chirico and Carlo Carra

created dream-like imagery of

unnaturally bare spaces containing

weird compositions of somewhat

random objects and statues. Each

painting is difficult to place: you

sort of know what you’re looking at,

but you don’t know why they’re

together or where they’re situated.

This is the kind of thing that my

work seeks to do; this kind of

ambiguity surrounding displaced

objects.

Top left: Giorgio de Chirico The

Uncertainty of the Poet 1913.

Top right: Giorgio de Chirico

The Song of Love, 1914. Bottom

left: Giorgio de Chirico The Evil

Genius of a King 1914-15.

Bottom right: Carlo Carrà The

Metaphysical Muse 1917



The romanticising of everyday objects, which is what still-life

essentially is, really resonates with me as a person even outside of my

art. I’m somebody that believes in the smaller, simpler things in life,

and allowing them to be a large source of joy. Something like lighting a

candle or having a fresh vase of flowers on your desk whilst you work.

Elevating these further by allowing them to be the artwork can

increasingly amplify the joy felt by such simple things.

Pictured to the right: trying to make things look nice to boost my spirits

during lockdown. All you need is candles, flowers or plants, a jug of

water and vases.



I bought some modelling clay from

the ECA shop and just made. I

employed a sort of automatic

drawing instinct whereby I just

made these forms without thinking

too much about what was being

created. I looked at work by

Barbara Hepworth, Henry Moore,

Simone Bodmer-Turner and Jean

Arp amongst others. Their

biomorphic forms naturally hold a

sense of ambiguity whilst still

feeling somewhat alive and human.

I originally used modelling clay as

the material for these forms due to

its lack of commitment, and more

of a way to try out different things

before committing to a more

permanent material. However, I

sort of fell in love with the fact that

they were made from plasticine; it

made them more fun, rather than

just another marble abstract

sculpture.

1. Simone Bodmer-Turner, Permanent Collection (2019)
2.Barbara Hepworth Two Forms (1937) white marble
3. Henry Moore, Oval Sculpture (1964) white marble
4. Barbara Hepworth, Talisman II (1960) white marble
5. Jean Arp, various sculptures including Growth (1938), 
marble
6. Carol Bove, Arsenale, 2019

1.
2.

3.

4. 5.

The collaboration with Lim

came in the midst of my

battling on with fabric

installations. In an interesting

discussion with Sophia

Lycouris, I came to realise that

I kept talking about this idea of

wanting to create a tranquil,

calming space that could

perhaps translate to making the

viewer feel that calmness. I

always used textiles for this, as

their floaty-ness is what I

thought should bring about

those feelings. But alas, the

fabric installations became

menacing and heavy. That’s

not what I wanted. Sophia

pointed me towards the work

of Carol Bove, which is what

made me realise that you can

somewhat induce serenity by

presenting forms that are

almost human, or ones that at

least feel like they have life.

When they’re a similar size or

bigger than you, they make

you more aware of your own

body in a space – it’s called

Kinaesthetic Empathy. The

ability to experience empathy

by observing the movements

of another. I used this idea as a

springboard.

6.



Mike Nelson The Asset Strippers (2019) Tate Britain. In Nelson’s own words: "It presents us with a vision of

artefacts cannibalised from the last days of the industrial era in place of the treasures of empire that would normally

adorn such halls.”

I kept thinking about how I could communicate or somehow put into words this ambiguity of different things that I

felt when making the still life compositions, and thought about these pieces on a larger scale and what that could do

to activate them. I created a model of a plain white room so that I could photograph the pieces inside there and

imagine them at a larger scale. What I had in mind was a sculpture court of sorts, with these things towering above

you like the classical sculptures in places like the Louvre or the Met. You know when you walk in and you’re met

with these incredible beautiful sculptures and you can’t help but be in awe.

The exhibition designer Paul Williams describes a concept often adopted by exhibition curators in which ‘a

decompression chamber of sorts’ greets viewers upon entering a gallery, ‘in which they can gain composure and

embrace the exhibition itself’ (Acts of Seeing by Assimina Kaniari and Marina Wallace, 2009). My practice seeks

to investigate experiences that invite viewers to decompress from exterior distractions by constructing a visual

space of liminality, of in-between.

Top left: the Sculpture Garden at The Louvre, photograph by me. Top right: Mike Nelson The Asset

Strippers 2019. Bottom: the Sculpture Court at Edinburgh College of Art

Maquette planning from sketch book



Sculptures made from modelling clay photographed inside maquette

Sculptures made from modelling clay photographed inside maquette to give a feel 

of what it could be like at a larger scale



I combined these forms with the elevation of everyday objects that I previously discussed;

I tried to create something in between. A somewhat functional ambiguous form. In The

Beauty of Everyday Things, Soetsu Yanagi describes folk crafts as being ‘deeply

embedded in the life of ordinary people’ with their ‘one essential feature should be that

the objects honestly fulfil their practical purpose for which they were made. By making

everyday objects out of modelling clay, I was rendering them useless. You can’t fill a vase

with water if that vase is made of plasticine. Well, you could, but it wouldn’t go very well.

Yanagi discusses how the disregard of uselessness is what is fuelling capitalism – which I

took on as a reflection of myself. Is it okay to just want things for their physical beauty?

Does that reveal an awful shallow nature, or is it just part of human nature? I moulded the

forms I had created so that they could perform as a vessel, as vases.

Modelling clay vase approx. 10cm high
Larger modelling clay vase 30cm high



Sketchbook scans:

Combining everyday

objects with

biomorphic forms



I was trying to toe the line between art object and everyday

object. I created more still life compositions with these vases. I

had in mind more of a scene; as if the viewer was miniature and

could step into it. This would form the basis of my degree show

idea.

opposite page: still life photograph (05/12/2019) composition

dimensions: approximately 1m x 80cm x 1m. mixed media of

modelling clay vases and sculptures, gypsophila, candlestick,

hessian, paper and mirror.



This is when I really became

interested in this idea of hints of

different times and places coming

together to create a sort of confused

space. The rendered scenes on the

opposite page by Alexis

Christodoulou and Charlotte Taylor

were a heavy source of inspiration;

they’re so tranquil and make you feel

a sort of desperate need to be there.

You don’t know where it is or what it

is, you just know it looks paradisiacal.

You think you know what you’re

looking at, but somehow you can’t

really place it.

I actually added number 5 thinking it

was a render, but it is in fact a

photograph of a hotel in Greece,

above: still life photographs

(05/12/2019) composition

dimensions: approximately 1m x

80cm x 1m. mixed media of

modelling clay vases and sculptures,

gypsophila, candlestick, hessian,

paper and mirror.

opposite page: 1. Alexis

Christodoulou Untitled (2019) 2.

Alexis Christodoulou Untitled (2018)

3. Charlotte Taylor Untitled (2020) 4.

Alexis Christodoulou Instagram

caption: ‘Out of office reply’ (2019)

5. Charlotte Taylor Instagram

caption: Amanzoe, Porto Heli, Greece

🇬🇷

(2020) 6. Charlotte Taylor Palm

Springs Villa, (2020) 7. Charlotte

Taylor Casa La Paz, (2019) 8. Alexis

Christodoulou Morning Meditations

(2020) 9. Charlotte Taylor Instagram

caption: 1/6 Object Compositions

for @coolmachineshop (2020)

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

8. 9.7.

https://www.instagram.com/coolmachineshop/


Rachel Whiteread Untitled (One Hundred Spaces) 1995

To submerse the viewer into the still life I first tried it out as an installation using the sculptures at the

same scale (Night and Day, shown on opposite page). It was an experiment without too much thought – I

knew that I was going to bring in the participants of the crit with the candles lit. They said it felt ritualistic

and somewhat religious, like a shrine. I went with it at the time, but I knew that that’s not exactly what I

wanted. The scale was interesting – it drew people in to focus on a small space, and made everyone gather

around it. Drawing the eye to the floor can be a good way of making people stop and really look, like in

Rachel Whiteread’s Untitled (One Hundred Spaces) (1995). But I thought it would be better to have

people moving through it. I think that having candles with open flames on the floor perhaps made people

more cautious.

Night and Day (16/01/2020) / made from both sculptures (modelling clay) and readymade objects. E.19 project

space. 2m x 2m.



Further exploring this idea of immersion, Cal Mac and I

collaborated on Dinner Party. Rather than being a performance

piece, it was more of an art event; a way of viewing the work,

being immerse in the work. Celine Condorelli gave a talk at

ECA where she spoke about her baubau café, which was a

space she had created where customers would sit on and

amongst furniture designed by her. Condorelli spoke of how

important it can be for viewers to sit amongst work and

experience it in different ways. This takes gallery-immersion

further than just sitting in one of those fancy upholstered

benches that reside down the centre of galleries. Curators and

gallery owners will often host ‘dinner parties’ when a new

exhibition opens, but this is more press or buyer-motivated

rather than just allowing viewers to be immersed and enjoy

themselves around the work without there being an ulterior

motive.

Celine Condorelli baubau (café) 2014

Photograph from Dinner Party – Collaboration with Cal Mac February 2020

Sketchbook notes from Friday Talk with 

Celine Condorelli



Model of Dinner Party I made as a proposal before deciding on smaller scale sculptures
Initial idea sketch



Photograph from Dinner Party



The sculptures at a

small scale created a

feel of intimacy at the

table.



Film photographs of Dinner Party



Dinner Party film documentation which you can find on my Summer 

2020 Degree Show page. Music made by Reuben Canta Cuzino

Opposite page: film stills from Dinner Party documentation



Still of the Korova Milk Bar from A Clockwork Orange (1971), Google Images

Still of the Alex’s bedroom from A Clockwork Orange (1971), Google Images

Dinner Party was a branch of my practice, a way to present my work in a new context. I felt that it

didn’t provide any new avenues to go down, though, which hopefully explains this somewhat jump.

You know how I keep talking about this idea of ‘confused’ spaces? Spaces that are full of hints

towards different times or spaces, exemplified in the still life compositions and the work of Alexis

Christodoulou and Charlotte Taylor. An exhibition that perfectly embodies this is Mark Leckey’s

2013 curated piece The Universal Addressability of Dumb Things at Nottingham Contemporary, using

futuristic objects together with nostalgic iconic pop-culture objects such as the phallic sculpture from

A Clockwork Orange.

Stanley Kubrick’s A Clockwork Orange was released in 1971 but was set in the ‘near future’. One of

the things that struck me about the film is this idea of me watching something that was created

decades ago but was set in a time future to that. A sort of retrofuturism. Aesthetically speaking, I’m

really attracted to the visuals of interior design that are for us retro, but at the time were futuristic.

The Universal Addressability of Dumb Things by Mark Leckey



In the CBS show 21st Century from

1967, there’s an episode called Home:

2001 where they discuss what a home

might look like in 34 years’ time. “In

the 21st Century living room there’s no

reason we can’t have something from

the past as a source of comfort. The

present and the future are both

extensions of the past.” I think that this

does well to sum up some of my

thinking: there is comfort in visual

stimuli from the past, and an intrigue

in visual hints toward the future.

Interior design is an accessible route to

achieve these sorts of ‘confused

spaces’ that I’m after – almost

everybody can relate to domestic

spaces.

It makes me feel a sort of desperate

nostalgia, which is weird considering I

wasn’t alive then. It’s a desperate

nostalgia for something that never

existed for me; rose-tinted spectacles.

Stills from Home: 2001, a 1967 episode of 21st Century (CBS show)



Shelton Wardrep (2013) refers to the work of Kubrick as presenting a ‘series

of alternate possibilities - a series of ambiguities that mirror the different

narrative possibilities that one might take in a video game.’ Since this, the

dystopian sci-fi series Black Mirror released the episode Bandersnatch

(2018), set in 1984, which combined both television and videogame. You

get to watch a film, but you use the remote control to select decision which

in turn take the film down a new path. All of these different avenues that we

can take. The Butterfly Effect. A bit like the EPR paradox in quantum

physics which shows how little we actually understand about physics and the

possibilities in time: it revealed the complete lack of definite reality that we

have because of experiments on a particle level. Rather than explaining it on

a particle level, think of Schroedinger’s cat: there’s a cat inside a box and we

don’t know if it’s dead or alive until we open the box. Until the box is

opened, the cat is neither dead nor alive, but also it’s both dead and alive

until the ‘measurement’ is made. If this is true on a particle level, we can

apply it on a physical and metaphorical level. All of these weird parallels in

time. That’s how I like to think of this back-and-forth in time; they’re all

different parallels that don’t meet each other.

Stills from Bandersnatch on Netflix



I became quite obsessed with this aesthetic, which mid-century modern design owes a lot to – this forward-

thinking space-age visual. You can add another layer, like the tv show Mad Men for instance: watching something

that was filmed recently, set in the past, which is surrounded by furniture that looks toward the future, a future that

perhaps didn’t exist. What future were they looking at?

I kept finding the image of low-down red pops of colour (like those on the previous spread) to be common in these

types of scenarios, which lead to my degree show proposal of pops of bright red colour on the floor in the form of

plush cushions.

Page scan from The Decorating Book by Mary Gilliatt. Interior design

books from the 70s, 80s and 90s gave me a huge dollop of inspiration

Film stills from

Mad Men via

Google Images

A photograph I took of a hotel room in New York 



pages of The Twentieth Century House in Britain:

from the Archives of Country Life by Alan Powers

Something that kept cropping up in my research was the use of paper lamp

shades. The fact that they were on so many pages of The Twentieth

Century House in Britain: from the Archives of Country Life suggests that

they’re quite the design asset for lots of decades. I wanted to honour this

in my practice, so for the degree show I would have had them hanging

around the installation.

Above: the back cover of Signs of the Times: a Portrait of the Nation’s

Taste by Martin Parr, which accompanied the BBC TV show.



Degree Show Proposal Degree Show Proposal

I proposed using one of Edinburgh College of Art’s 

casts as a hint towards a completely different time.

Collaged proposal



The BBC show Signs of the Times was a mini series that spoke to ‘ordinary people’ around Britain about their taste

in interiors. What Signs of the Times taught me is how polarised the gender influence on interior and domestic

design was in the early 1990s compared to today. Men were minimal, women wanted frills. Contemporary

interiors seem to follow a more androgynous style, which I guess is more in line with society’s increasingly lenient

attitude towards gender. My work seeks to subtly offer a continuity of how ambiguities like this. I would have

liked to have explored this concept further, but due to the circumstance combined with the complexities of gender

today, it wasn’t possible to carry on with this.

Scans from pages of the accompanying book Signs of the Times: a portrait of the nation’s taste by Martin Parr



Alison and Peter Smithson’s House of the

Future was designed in 1956 and aimed to

show what the ideal home would be in 1981.

Everything was made from plastic, the new

innovative material at the time, which is

funny as we’re now trying to move away

from plastic as a society.

The House of the Future concept was

extremely influential for me, and I think will

be for my practice to come.

Opposite page: page scans from Alison and

Peter Smithson: from the house of the future

to a house of today by Dirk van den Heuvel

and Max Risselada



These research components came together to further fuel my practice in terms of wanting to show these

confused spaces: are we looking forward? Backwards? Sideways?

As I had planned, I created large versions of the vases that I had created out of modelling clay. To immerse the

viewer in large scale sculptures along with hints of interior décor from different eras was my aim. Confusing

scales and dimensions.

Sketchbook scans Sketchbook scans



I decided to make the sculptures so that they would be taller than

anybody that would view them. If they were shorter than a viewer,

perhaps the viewer would be less likely to feel immersed by them.



Planning and progression

of two large metal

structures that would

become vases.



The two vases. 

I decided to work towards completing one vase rather than doing the same stage on each at 

the same time. This was so I could gauge how long one would take, and could also learn from 

any mistakes and apply those lessons to the second vase. I started with a layer of chicken wire 

which took a lot longer than I thought it would. I then added a paper-mâché layer of 

newspaper (lots of copies of The Skinny) and  wallpaper paste, after asking Kevin Dagg (self-

proclaimed paper-mâché expert!) how to make the layer strong. 



I added a second layer of white paper. The layers of paper-mâché were done in the space of a 

couple of days, as they occurred during the panic of being told to clear out our studios. The 

end result of this vase was very uneven and didn’t have the finish that I wanted – of course 

quick decisions had to be made at the time so I could get some sort of photo of it.  

2.45m x 1.5m x 1m



Due to COVID-19, this vase remained in its skeletal form. 

2.95m  x 1.6m x 1m



working

from home

I tried to create visuals that would aid in my vision of my degree show once I got home during lockdown.

A relative had some curtains in one of the bedrooms from the 1970s, which featured this warm cartoon

floral pattern that brought about a weird nostalgia for me. I used them to create a mini set as a hint to a

different time.

Scan from Signs of the Times book about the BBC series. 



Untitled still life composition / mirror, curtains, paper lamp shade,

crystal decanter, red candle, gold candle holder, modelling clay

vase, eucalyptus from my garden, gypsophila



Untitled still life composition / mirror, curtains, paper lamp

shade, crystal decanter, modelling clay vase, pink lamp

shade.



Alas, my research is incomplete. I was going to try and deny this in my report;

the perfectionist in me wanted to create this finished product, with all of the

edges neatly sewn and all of the loose ends tied up. But that would be

dishonest. The unfortunate arrival of COVID-19 brought my work and my

research to an abrupt end, well, not end, but a huge pause. The edges are

frayed and the ends are hanging loose until I can come to revisit them. The

gap between my research and my practice was starting to close, and had I had

a couple more months to try out work then hopefully it would have closed

completely.

And it’s funny, really, when I think about House of the Future, and the weird

parallels in time that it brings about. I look back at something that’s looking

forward, but the forward that they’re looking at doesn’t seem to be where I’m

standing. It’s a different forward, a Different Future. A future somewhere in

parallel to our Actual Future, in the same parallel where a Different Present is

happening right now next to us, next to our Actual Present. Degree Show of

the Future.



work created since: vases made from air-dry clay.


